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The solution to being
overweight is to reduce
hunger and desire to natural
states so you can become 
 your natural weight. 

We become overweight
because we overeat.  Over
time, we've simply
consumed more food than
our body needed for fuel. 

Why do so many of us do
this?  Why is it so hard to
just eat less?

There are two reasons:
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Over Desire
Over Hunger1.

2.



There are specific foods that cause

There are actual, physical explanations for our over hunger for food.  And
the culprit is unnaturally condensed foods like sugar and flour.  Processed
foods were not meant to be consumed by the human body for three reasons:

OVER HUNGER

1 The body doesn’t recognize the calorie
load in condensed foods, especially
those containing sugar and flour.

2 Sugar and flour raise our blood sugar
significantly, disproportionately raising
our insulin levels and causing our
digestive hormones to go out of whack.

3 And here's the kicker: When insulin is
elevated, our bodies are unable to burn fat!
And this causes our brain to send signals
to make us want to eat even more.
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When you stop eating sugar and flour, your body will begin to reset
and learn to burn fat again.  You will become less hungry, you will eat
less and you will weigh less.  

Depending on how much sugar and flour you've been consuming,
there may be a period of physical discomfort as your body adjusts. 
These symptoms will lessen and disappear within 2 to 4 weeks of
consistent, healthy eating.  There will likely also be mental
discomfort, which I’ll address in the next section on over desire.

It's simply the way our bodies work.
These physical responses are not your fault
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There are specific foods that cause

Once again, sugar and flour are the main issue.  They actually alter our
brain chemicals, creating ingrained habits and addiction.  Losing weight
by diet and exercise alone is only treating the symptoms.  We need to
retrain our brains to eliminate the causes of over desire:

OVER DESIRE

1
Eating sugar or flour produces a dopamine
“feel good" chemical response in the brain,
similar to the reaction our brains have to
drugs or alcohol, which is highly addicting.

2
Sugar, flour and "feel good" chemicals in our
brain temporarily numbs any emotional pain
we may be experiencing, which encourages
perpetual emotional eating.

3 There are habitual and cultural reasons why
we over desire sugar and flour; it’s become
normal to eat abnormal foods.  Who came up
with the idea that sugared coffee and donuts
are a good breakfast?!
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The three facts about over desire on the previous page produce tricky
thoughts that will make you over desire, over eat and then gain weight
over and over (and over) again.  It’s critically important to get your
brain chemicals and thoughts under control if you want to lose weight
permanently.  

So please, question your thoughts and beliefs.  If you think food has
control over you or you believe you’ll never be thin, that's what will be
true for you.  But it doesn't have to be.  You can train your brain so you
become aware of hidden thoughts and learn how they're sabotaging
your weight loss efforts.  You can learn how to manage damaging
thoughts and create healthy beliefs to ultimately become your natural
weight.  A good weight loss coach can teach you how.  

Your brain is your most powerful
weight loss tool
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Here's what you can
do to reduce over
hunger and over
desire today:

Significantly reduce or eliminate sugar and
flour from your diet.

1
Eat vegetables*, proteins and healthy fats.  For
optimal weight loss, eat 55% veggies, 35% protein
and 10% healthy fats.

2

Use intermittent fasting to let your blood sugar
and insulin rest, allowing your body to burn fat. 
Since you already fast overnight, extend that
fast through the morning by skipping
breakfast.  (Breakfast is not the most important
meal of the day – a fallacy perpetuated by the
cereal makers of America!)

3

Finally, the most critical step for permanent
weight loss: uncover and examine your
thoughts and beliefs about food and your
weight.  Changing your thinking is the most
important work we do in weight loss
coaching and why it’s a permanent solution
for so many people.

4

* All veggies, including potatoes, corn and peas
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You'd feel yourself getting full and stop eating instead of
mindlessly finishing everything on your plate
You could be around your favorite junk foods and not feel any
desire to eat them
You'd feel good in your clothes, having only one size in your
closet and knowing they all fit and flatter you
You'd feel more confident in all other areas of your life
because you'd know how to manage your thoughts
You'd finally be free from all the daily brain chatter about
food and your weight

Once your over hunger and over desire are under control, you’d
simply eat only as much food as you need.  You would view food
as fuel and eventually become your natural weight. 

How easy would it be to lose weight if you 
weren't as hungry or desiring food all the time?

Imagine this:
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You can use this information to start losing weight right now.  I've given
you a simple food protocol that doesn't involve counting calories, points
or carbs.  And it's much healthier than a diet - it's the way our bodies
were designed to process food for fuel.

If you need help, a good weight loss coach can help you train your brain
and make the process easier.  Coaching will help you break free from
the hold food has on you so you will finally be in control of your weight
permanently! 

Try out weight loss coaching for free by clicking on the link below and
scheduling a 30-minute session with me.  You’ll get free coaching where
we'll uncover insights you can use immediately to start training your
brain to help you lose weight and keep it off for good.

Start Losing Weight Today

I can help you do this.

CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE
A FREE COACHING SESSION 
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